Magnetic droplet solitons were first predicted to occur in materials with uniaxial magnetic anisotropy due to a long-range attractive interaction between elementary magnetic excitations, magnons. A non-equilibrium magnon population provided by a spin-polarized current in nanocontacts enables their creation and there is now clear experimental evidence for their formation, including direct images obtained with scanning x-ray transmission microscopy.
Magnetic droplet solitons 1 form in spin transfer torque oscillators [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] that consist of nanometer scale contacts to thin films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 3, 4, [8] [9] [10] , as predicted by theory 2 . They have been studied in thin films with two ferromagnetic layers, a free layer and a fixed spin-polarizing layer, separated by a thin metallic layer. Droplets consist of a partially reversed coherently precessing magnetization in and near the nanocontact region. Through the giant magnetoresistance effect, droplet formation leads to a step increase in nanocontact resistance as well as a sharp peak in the high-frequency spectra at the spin-precession frequency when overcoming a threshold current 3, 4 . There have been a number of proposed applications of magnetic droplet solitons that rely on their unique magnetic dynamics 11 . First, their output signal can be larger because of their large angle spin excitations giving a larger magnetoresistive response 12, 13 . [While magnetic droplet solitons have been studied thus far in metallic multilayers, forming droplets in a magnetic tunnel structure would provide a larger output signal because of their larger magnetoesistive response.] Second, their response is highly tunable with current and hysteretic 4 . Third, their oscillation frequencies can be one to two orders of magnitude larger than that of magnetic vortex oscillators 14 , recently used in neuromorphic computing demonstrations 15, 16 , thus enabling higher speed device operation. Applications require knowledge of the time required to nucleate droplet solitons and their lifetime as well as an understanding of the nucleation and annihilation processes. Thus far experiments only probe the steady-state characteristics of droplet solitons, i.e.
their properties when the current has been on or off for long periods compared to the time scale of their intrinsic dynamics.
In this article we report measurement of the current pulse times for droplet generation and annihilation. In these studies we use the fact that droplet solitons exhibit magnetic bistability; that there are large ranges of applied current and field at which both droplet and non-droplet states are possible 4 . The nanocontact state thus depends on its prior history. By biasing a nanocontact in a bistable condition and applying current pulses we determine the pulse amplitude and duration needed to generate and annihilate droplet solitons.
The experiments were performed on nanocontacts to metallic multilayers that consist of a perpendicularly magnetized free layer and easy-plane fixed layer (Fig. 1a) . These layers are sep-arated by a non-magnetic spacer layer that decouples them magnetically while enabling a flow of spin-polarized current. (See the Methods Section for the layer compositions.) All measurements reported here were done at room temperature.
A step increase/decrease in dc-resistance is associated with the creation/annihilation of the droplet state, which can be used for determining the critical current needed to drive the droplet dynamics. The step in resistance corresponds to an abrupt change in the high-frequency spectra of the nanocontact, consistent with droplet creation (a step decrease in the noise frequency) and annihilation (a step increase in the noise frequency), as reported in Refs. 3, 4 (see Supplementary
Section II for nanocontact spectral data.) For a certain field range (see Supplementary Section I and Ref. 4 ), one finds a current zone where the droplet is bistable, i.e. both droplet and nondroplet state are possible for the same current. For a fixed applied magnetic field in the bistable zone, two critical currents are observed: I c1 below which the droplet state does not form and I c2
(> I c1 ) above which there is only a droplet state. Between the two critical currents a hysteretic response is observed. In Fig. 1b we show the nanocontact resistance at a fixed applied field of 0.7 T while ramping the current up (red curve) and down (blue curve). Here we find I c1 = 12.3 ± 0.07 mA and I c2 = 14.2 ± 0.14 mA. The uncertainly is the standard deviation in the currents I c1 and I c2 determined by 50 repeated I-V measurements. The distributions of I c1 and I c2 are shown as histograms that are overlaid on Fig. 1b . We note that the standard deviation of the generation current is twice that of the annihilation current, showing there is a greater stochasticity in the generation process.
To study droplet generation and annihilation we bias the nanocontact with a current in the hysteretic region and apply pulses to momentarily change the current. For example, to study droplet annihilation we initialize the nanocontact in the droplet state by ramping the current up to I > I c2 and then reduce the current to a range I c1 < I < I c2 . At a current within the hysteretic region (indicated by the dashed line in panels b-d of Fig. 1 ), we apply a negative polarity pulse to momentarily reduce the current below I c1 . There is a step down in nanocontact resistance if the droplet has been annihilated, as seen in Fig. 1c . To study droplet generation, we start in a nondroplet state, again in the hysteretic region I c1 < I < I c2 (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 1d ), and apply a positive polarity current pulse to increase the current above I c2 . Droplet generation causes a step increase in the nanocontact resistance as seen in Fig. 1d . We repeat these pulses multiple times to determine the generation and annihilation probabilities as a function of pulse amplitude and duration.
The droplet annihilation probability as a function of pulse duration for different pulse amplitudes is shown in Fig. 2 . We indicate the standard error of the mean as error bars, SEM= √ (
, with x i as the individual trial result, µ being the mean value and n the number of trials, n = 50 for the results in Figs. 2 & 3. In Fig. 2 , we observe a monotonic increase of the annihilation probability as a function of pulse duration. Varying the applied pulse amplitude from 2.24 mA to 3.15 mA we also see an increase in the probability with increasing pulse amplitude, reaching 100 % annihilation probability at 2 ns for 3.15 mA.
We then proceed to study the times needed to generate the droplet by initializing the nanocontact in the non-droplet state and applying positive current pulses. Again, we start with a bias current of 13.5 mA and apply varying pulse durations and amplitudes that briefly increases the current above the threshold current I c2 . The probability for droplet generation is shown as a function of pulse duration for different pulse amplitudes in Fig. 3 . Similarly to the annihilation probability we The annihilation probability versus pulse duration at different pulse amplitudes. Pulses were added to a dc current of 13.5mA and a 0.7 T field was applied. The lines are guides to the eye.
observe a monotonic increase with the pulse duration. The pulse duration is plotted on a logarithmic scale to encompass the range of generation times observed. For the highest pulse amplitude applied in the annihilation experiment (3.15 mA), we obtain 50% generation probability at a pulse duration of 70 ns. We achieve 50% creation probability for a 3.93 mA amplitude and 10 ns duration pulse. We note that we have also examined samples with 150 nm diameter nanocontacts.
These nanocontacts show similar behavior, exhibiting a monotonic increase of generation and annihilation probability with pulse duration; they display an even stronger asymmetry between the generation and annihilation pulse durations, necessitating yet one order of magnitude longer pulses for droplet generation than shown in Fig. 3 yet still short (ns) pulses for annihilation. (Data on a 150 nm diameter nanocontact is shown in Supplementary Section III.)
These results show that the time needed to enter the droplet state can be longer than for exiting it; for the same current pulse amplitude it can take orders of magnitude longer to create the droplet than to annihilate it. This indicates a different mechanism involved in annihilation and generation processes. To better understand this asymmetry we modeled the generation and the annihilation processes of magnetic droplets. We consider a circular nanocontact to a ferromagnetic thin film with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy with parameters taken from experiment.
(Parameters are given in the Methods Section.) The inset in Fig. 4b, left Figure 3 : The generation probability versus pulse duration for different pulse amplitudes. The dc current was fixed at 13.5mA and a 0.7 T field was applied. The lines are guides to the eye.
hysteresis is seen, like in the experiment; higher current is required to generate the droplet with increasing current, while droplet annihilation occurs at lower current when decreasing the current.
To study droplet annihilation and generation we start at a dc current in the hysteretic zone, where both droplet and non-droplet states are possible. As in the experiment, the current is momentarily reduced to study droplet annihilation and increased to study droplet creation. Fig. 4b shows the time evolution of the magnetization of the nanocontact in the annihilation process, left panel, and for the generation process, right panel. Fig. 4c shows the applied current as a function of time. In the annihilation process a negative polarity pulse of −1.7 mA is applied to a dc current of 13.8 mA. The pulse duration needed to annihilate is 1.3 ns. On the other hand, in the generation process, starting in a non-droplet state, a (positive polarity) pulse of 1.7 mA is applied. Under these conditions it takes 21 ns to create a droplet. After 21 ns the current is reduced to the initial current (13.8 mA) and this current sustains the droplet. We thus see that for the same pulse amplitude the generation and annihilation processes occur on different time scales. The generation process has a waiting time and after that time the droplet forms rapidly, in a transition time (20 % to 80%
of the initial to final m z ) of just nanoseconds. The images in Fig. 4a show the magnetization at different times in the generation and the annihilation processes. We note that the final state of the generation process and the initial state in annihilation process are not the same, as after some time the droplet moves in the nanocontact and the spins at the boundary of the droplet dephase 3 (see Supplementary Section IV).
It is important to note that a long droplet generation time is not fundamental; the droplet generation time can be reduced and made comparable to the annihilation time by a number of means.
For example, larger current pulse amplitudes lead to 10 ns generation times, as seen in Fig. 3 for where α is the damping constant and f is the spin-precession frequency. For α = 0.03 and a spin-precession frequency of 20 GHz, the magnon relaxation time is 0.2 ns, about an order of magnitude smaller than the observed droplet annihilation time. In micromagnetic simulations the droplet drifts across the boundary of the nanocontact, as seen in Fig. 4a , and dissipates within in a few nanoseconds after having left the region experiencing a spin-transfer torque. In contrast to droplet annihilation, where the magnetization relaxes to equilibrium, the generation process can be viewed as a transition between magnetic states. In this case, similar to the switching of a macrospin between two stable magnetic states by a spin-transfer torque, there is an incubation time associated with building up spin precession angle starting from a small initial angle 17, 18 . This can also be viewed as a time required to generate a sufficient number of magnons to form a droplet solition. Once initiated (i.e. after the waiting time) the formation process is fast, comparable to the times needed for droplet annihilation (several ns and less). We find that the incubation time becomes smaller with increasing initial magnetization angle and generation pulse amplitude (see Supplementary Section IV). In summary, we report measurement of the timescales for droplet generation and annihilation, which has led to an improved understanding of these processes. This understanding allows new means to control and modify these processes. For example, the droplet incubation time can be greatly reduced by increasing the pulse amplitude or creating an initial tilt of the magnetization.
We also note that the measured annihilation time underestimates the actual droplet lifetime, as it is possible for the droplet to move away from the nanocontact and still exist after application of the pulse. Finite temperature and noise processes must also play a role in generation and annihilation processes. These require additional analysis and micromagnetic simulations that we have not considered in this work. It will be interesting to study dynamical skyrmions 13, 19 , which are expected to be longer lived excitations, as well as to examine the effect of temperature on the stability and formation of droplet solitons.
Methods
The The Cu layer between the fixed and free layer is thinner than its spin-diffusion length enabling effective spin-transport between the layers. The effective perpendicular anisotropy field M eff of the CoNi layer was determined using ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy with the applied field perpendicular to the film plane, µ 0 M eff = µ 0 (H k − M s ) = 0.25 T, where µ 0 is the permeability of free space, H k perpendicular anisotropy field, and M s is the saturation magnetization 20 .
E-beam lithography was used to define the nanocontact, a 80 − 150 nm diameter aperture in resist. The resist pattern was transferred into the SiO 2 dielectric capping layer using reactive ion etching. The resulting device structure is show in Fig. 1(a) , where the point-contact is indicated as a non-shaded area on top of the free layer. Electrons flow from the free layer to the polarizing layer for positive current polarity (I > 0). The field is applied perpendicular to the film plane to cant the magnetization of the polarizer partly out of the plane. The free layer magnetization dynamics is illustrated by a grid of arrows. In the area of current flow, the out of plane magnetized free layer has nearly reversed its magnetization, as it is the case when I > I c2 . We use the high frequency port of a bias-T to couple short pulses into a nanocontact and contact the sample using a ground-signal-ground probe.
The parameters for the micromagnetic simulations were: saturation magnetization, M 
